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ABOUT US
Innovation-backed Smart Consulting and Turnkey Solutions
ME Universal Engineering and Trading oﬀers
cutting-edge, innovative and customized project
solutions to the commercial real estate and
industrial sector.
An Independent Subsidiary of Abu Dhabi based
Investment Group, ME Universal Engineering
entered the Indian market in 2014 and since then
has been catering to the design and installation
needs of large corporate and commercial clients. It
is also currently exporting to Middle Eastern
markets as well.

www.meuniversa l.com

Working with an extensive network of developers,
builders, industry professionals and project
partners across South India , ME Universal has built
an reputation in the market for designing and
delivering
productivity-enhancing
bespoke
solutions for complex commercial projects.
Some of the clients worked for so far include
Microsoft, Uber, Kotak Mahindra and Bata.
With a comprehensive set of brand aﬃliations, the
company is strongly positioned to provide
industry-leading products and solutions from top
brands across application areas be it cleaning,
energy, lighting or basic materials.
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A Holistic Approach - Custom Design Through to
Managing Installation
As your partner, our aim is helping you with project
solutions that work - technically sound, cost
eﬀective and optimised for you.

Wide Range of Products

Big-Picture Approach

Specialist Team

Additional Support

Product categories include
Commercial Lighting, Air
Cooling & Ventilation,
Central Vacuum & Cleaning
among several others

Our professionally-trained
experts work closely with
clients to understand their
business and technical
needs, to develop the
best-possible solution
At ME Universal Engineering, we are dedicated to
operational excellence having primary focus on
innovative solutions, highest standards of delivery,
and a customer-ﬁrst policy.
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ME Universal prides itself in oﬀering an enviable
portfolio of technologically advanced oﬀerings,
enabling the development of a customized
solution with just the right products:

Solutions are developed
keeping in mind your
project’s goal and not
simply
the
products
available, so you receive
what’s best for your needs

We oﬀer a unique Extended
Warranty solution, in which
we oﬀer after-care support
via a qualiﬁed technical
team helping you eliminate
downtime
With our expertise, you can rest assured that your
project will receive the best-suited solution with no
compromises on quality or eﬃciency.

Innovation-driven ProductivityEnhancing HighTech Solutions,
Customized For You
A ME Universa l Eng ineerin g & Trading Brochure

COMPANY CAPABILITIES
For several years now, ME Universal Engineering
and Trading has been serving the Indian market
with its unique approach delivering project
solutions in the commercial real estate and
industrial sector.

Backed by a robust network of oﬃces,
manufacturing, assembling and warehousing
facilities, we provide our clients with expert advice,
high quality products and reliable support.

Corporate & Regional Oﬃces

ME
Universal
Engineering
and
Trading
headquartered in United Arab Emirates, with main
operations and back support oﬃce in Hyderabad,
India. We have a full ﬂedged inhouse sales and
technical team with live demonstration showroom
studio for our clients to experience the solution
themselves. ME Universal is working with project
partners in North & Southern part of India and is
expanding its wings in the Middle East, Africa and
North American markets.

Experience Zones

We currently have Experience zones in Dubai and
Hyderabad City and by 2019 we will be
establishing showroom zones in Muscat, Jeddah,
Nigeria, Tanzania and Canada. In these centres
visitors will be able to get a deep understanding of
the entire range of solutions available with us and
their applications.

www.meuniversa l.com
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Technology Partner:

Manufacturing & Warehousing
ME Universal Engineering is having state of the Art
factory in Hyderabad City and Wuxi City which is
manufacturing Garbage Chutes & Bins as well as
Central Vacuum and Air Puriﬁer System with
inhouse design, research and fabrication team with
laser machines we can cater to any design or
quantity as per any international standards
acceptable to clients. We have our Assembling
facility in Noida for the Lighting and Sensors which
is in collaboration with our German Counterpart.
Our Warehousing Facility is based in Hyderabad,
Jebal Ali Port and Dubai Maritime City.

ME Universal Team

As an Integrated Solution Provider and
Manufacturer, ME Universal has put together a
highly experienced and professional team
comprising of MEP Engineers, Technicians, Business
Experts and Operational Support staﬀ. A separate
team works on UniCare division which is dedicated
for AMC and after sales services to support our
esteemed clients. Entire team of ME Universal are
trained as per International standards for their
respective job responsibilities.
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CLIENTS WE ARE PROUD OF

www.m euniversa l.com
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Project Solutions
Overview

PROJECT DESIGN & SMART CONSULTING
ME Universal Engineering and Trading works as
your partner specializing in design, commissioning
and installation services across a wide range of
essential solutions for your commercial or
industrial project.

For us, the primary goal is oﬀering innovative
solutions that are optimal, cutting-edge, while
being designed to enhance productivity and
convenience.

We go beyond just oﬀering products by bringing
together a team of highly experienced
professionals who have the technical expertise to
develop just the right solution for you.

A Wide Range of Solutions
We currently oﬀer products and expertise across

Central Vacuum Cleaning
Commercial & Industrial Lighting
Air Cooling, Ventilation & Refrigeration
Fire, Safety & Security
Integrated Waste Management
Sewage & Water Treatment
Automation & Audio Visual
Digital Signage & Way Finding
Our team comprises engineering and technical
specialists who have handled successfully complex
projects across several industries.

www.meuniversa l.com
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Customized Solution for Your Business Needs
We develop a customized solution after fully
understanding your business goals, design intent
as well as building requirements or restrictions.

Our experts combines this appreciate with deep
technical and industry experience to bring out the
most suited solution, using their expertise to
match the right technology and product.

Our usual approach involves:
A site visit which would involve understanding
project goals and client priorities

Finalized the plan for installation
incorporating any client feedback

after

Develop design plans including product
recommendations and installation approach

Work with installing partners and ensure
quality in the implementation process

What Sets us Apart from Others
Our unique approach to delivering client projects
diﬀerentiates us from the remaining integrators in
the market:
Tailored Solutions: As a one-size-ﬁts all approach
doesn’t do justice to the unique demands of every
project, we design solutions for each project
individually
Experienced Team: Our management team has
deep knowledge and experience in the ﬁeld,
resulting in speedy and high-quality decision
making in complex projects
Smart Sourcing: By leveraging our expertise and
our wide network we keep adding the best
products and the latest technologies to our
portfolio regularly
Risk Management Abilities: Our robust risk
management practices ensure smooth delivery of
even the toughest and most complex projects
ensuring hassle free projects
Eﬃcient Execution: Our singular focus on
operational excellence ensures that projects are
delivered on schedule and on budget, without
compromising quality

8
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INTELLIGENT BUILDING
Intelligent Building is about creating an asset with
superior value in the marketplace. Goals are to
generate revenue with a minimum of costs of
operations and maintenance. Design and
technology used is to create a building that is safer
and more productive for its occupants and more
eﬃcient for its owners.

ME UniversalIntelligent Design is focused
on:

ME Universal Engineering focuses its Design right
from plant-sized chiller systems to elevators to
lighting, IoT-connected devices which will allow a
shift
from
prevention
and
repair
to
conditions-based maintenance in real-time, in this
way companies can save approximately 15% of
their capital asset spend by focusing on optimizing
existing
building
assets
and
prioritizing
maintenance.

Connecting building systems
Connecting people and technology
Connecting to the bottom line
Connecting to the global environment
Connecting to the smart power grid
Connecting to an intelligent future

Our Smart Intelligent Features Cover:
HVAC, Access & Fire Controls
Intelligent Building Management Systems
Wireless & Assistive Technologies
Digital Infrastructure & Remote Monitoring
Adaptive Energy Systems
Programmable Lighting Control
A/V & IP TV/Video System
De-Centralized equipment & Converged IT
network

www.m euniversa l.com
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IP500 - Wireless Platform
IP500 solutions ensure robust, uninterruptible,
wireless communication between security-relevant
building automation components, including:

ME Universal Engineering is the integrator for
IP500 Eco-system which works on open,
non-proprietary,
high-performance
wireless
communication platform. IP500 is the only wireless
technology standard to ensure maximum
interoperability by using and supporting the main
industry norms and by clearly specifying all
interfaces.

Access control and safety locks
Fire and smoke alarms
Emergency exits
Break-in protection
Lighting and climate control
Messaging and location
The IP500 standard ensures the requisite
cross-disciplinary
interoperability
that
is,
moreover, easy to implement using the BACnet
and IP500 interoperability speciﬁcations.

IP500 Wireless Platform for Commercial
Oﬃce Buildings
Simple planning and installation
Interoperability between all IP500 sensors
Same gateway for comfort & Security Sensors

Secured and redundant infrastructure
Fault-Tolerance by IP500 Network structure
Systematic replication of data in IP500 network

Integration in redundant control units
Redundant and secure data management
Open and interoperable interfaces
On demand cloud services to user interface

10
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POWER OVER ETHERNET
Power Over Ethernet (PoE) receives power and
data over a single standard Ethernet cable,
eliminating the need for separate power cabling.
With the simple click of a connector, PoE become
part of a complete, integrated connected lighting
system,
delivering
extraordinary
lighting
experience. With integrated sensors, PoE can track
activity patterns, daylight levels, humidity, CO2,
temperature, or other data. This data allows deep
insight into building operations, helping them
optimize the delivery of resources, enhance the
experience and performance of occupants, and
support improved asset management.

www.meuniversa l.com

World’s most innovative and patented
technology to house up to 36 PoE dimmable
driver circuits in 1U rack; connected on back
end with Local Area Network and A.C. 230V
power supply
This rack provides all safety features to ensure
that modulated and clean D.C. power (24V to
48V) is supplied to up to 36 LED ﬁxtures
(without drivers and RJ45 jack)
Since LED is naturally dimmable, this rack can
dim any of the circuits with TCP/IP
programming oﬀering Industry’s ﬁrst dimming
system, which does not need expensive
dimmable drivers and complicated dimming
systems. If required, same Centralized unit also
oﬀers DALI and DMX dimming as well
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LED Lighting with driverless
ﬁxtures, you can achieve
Slim and light ﬁxtures as driver is not required
to be accommodated in the ﬁxture

No one is required to reach to ﬁxtures for
maintenance as no drivers are there

No earthing required at ﬁxture level

Dimming is no more an expensive &
complicated aﬀair; 100% areas should be
dimmable to achieve true energy saving

Fixtures can have mixed CCTs as two circuits,
easily controlled to achieve dynamic CCT

System design & features
Smart networked hubs connected to LED lighting
and controls
Utilises standard RJ45 Cat 6a structured
cabling
Network hubs and end-point can be upgraded
anytime
Reduced commissioning costs, can be located
40m+ from the ﬁxture
Simple low voltage wiring required, Supports
multiple dimming control protocols
Cut installation costs as electricity run over
Ethernet cable
Reduces the need for large distribution boards
High performance, ﬂicker free, deep dimming
of LEDs Long-life LED output stages as this
technology has removed output stage
electrolytic capacitors
Very high eﬃciency output stages to allow
world’s highest density centralised power
solutions in 1U size

12
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RESEARCH
&
DEVELOPMENT

www.m euniversa l.com
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ENGINEERING
&
MANUFACTURING
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CENTRAL VACUUM CLEANING
ME Universal Engineering and Trading is one of the
few companies in India that has introduced
state-of-the-art cleaning technologies - Central
Vacuum System, industrial cleaning systems,
professional cleaning machines - for commercial
and industry cleaning.

Eﬃcient, fast and thorough, vacuum cleaning has
become an essential part of housekeeping at
corporate environments today. The Central
Vacuum System (CVS) oﬀers eﬀortless cleaning
while powerful industrial cleaning systems deliver
comprehensive cleaning at higher eﬃciencies,
bringing beneﬁts like

Improved convenience
Better functionality
More safety during use
Energy saving and
Reduced cleaning time

The key to achieving the full range of beneﬁts
comes from having a specialized understanding of
what each commercial or industrial working
environment requires. With ME Universal's trained
technical support combined with our portfolio of
industry-leading central vacuum and cleaning
technologies, you are sure to get the optimal
solution for your needs

www.meuniversa l.com
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Simple, Powerful Commercial and
Industrial Cleaning Solutions
We oﬀer a wide range of cleaning solutions across
all types of cleaning, dry or wet including
technologies, equipment, and cleaning agents.
Our approach is end-to-end starting from design
to execution:

Our team of experts will recommend solutions
based on your individual needs after studying
on-ground requirements and incorporating the
highest standards for hygiene and safety.

Estimate the surface area to be cleaned and
the type of cleaning required
Estimate the personnel using the cleaning
equipment in typical cases
In case of CVS,
Design the pipe layout and vacuum tubing
ﬁttings plans
Next choose the right vacuum unit and
location of the unit and the inlets
ME Universal Engineering oﬀers a unique 24 x 7
Technical Support service for the CVS solution,
which ensures that any problems you may face is
handled at the earliest.

Cleaning Technologies
That Deliver Value
Deploying the right cleaning system has a long
term impact on not only the working environment
but also
the eﬃciency and quality of
housekeeping operations. A well-planned cleaning
system incorporating the latest technologies must
be a foremost concern while designing a building.

Speak to our representatives to
understand how you can beneﬁt
from having a highly productive,
safe and fast cleaning solution.
16
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COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

ME Universal Engineering specialized services in
Commercial & Industrial Lighting delivers solutions
that ﬁts your speciﬁc needs.
Great lighting plays a major role in creating the
right atmosphere and environment – whether a
corporate oﬃce, a hotel, a retail store or a hospital.
With the correct technical design and lighting
installation it becomes easier to achieve

the right mix of aesthetics, functionality and
durability.
Today energy-eﬃcient LED (Light Emitting Diode)
lighting is being increasingly adopted due to many
advantages. As a technically-advanced lighting
system it supports customized lighting solution
designs in line with varying needs with a high
degree of precision.

Advanced Cost-Eﬀective Lighting Technologies
That Deliver Productivity Beneﬁts
ME Universal's experienced team of lighting
engineers have wide exposure in developing
industry-speciﬁc solutions. Our solutions reﬂect
the understanding that the right lighting can make
or break the ambience of your space.

We appreciate that every project is diﬀerent and
unique in its requirement. Our focus is on
developing customised Innovative solutions that
incorporate design aspects without compromising
on desired utility to create lighting solutions that
are high performance, low maintenance with
energy-savings.

www.meuniversa l.com
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ME Universal's unique end-to-end approach ensures superior solutions with
minimal hassle, relieving you of the stress:
Our team of experts spend time in
understanding the project’s structural
needs and client preferences or design
intent as a ﬁrst step

The solution is ﬁne-tuned and ﬁnalized
using client inputs after in-depth
discussions to ensure it addresses key
project requirements

Based
on
this
understanding,
a
comprehensive
solution
comprising
detailed
designs
and
product
recommendations is developed by the
team

We initiate the implementation phase and
supervise the installation ensuring correct
deployment of the solution, in line with our
quality standards

Depend On Us for Your Lighting Needs
As experts we bring our deep knowledge of
lighting products and technology to develop
solutions
that
solve
your
illumination
requirements. Our portfolio of lighting products is
extensive and contains some of the most advanced
lighting solutions available today.
Speak to our representative to see how we can
help you install the best lighting solution for your
commercial complex.
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AIR COOLING, VENTILATION &
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
The microclimate inside commercial complexes
inﬂuences the productivity of the workforce and
machinery among other factors.
Creating the right indoors climate requires a deep
understanding of various factors including
outdoor temperature, building temperature,
regulatory energy standards and optimal indoor
climate. For maximum eﬃciency, the ventilation
system must be integrated with the overall
building management system.

The complex web of parameters involved requires
experts to carefully develop a solution that can
provide an easy yet comprehensive system to
maintain the right indoor climate, oﬀering control
over:
Temperature levels
Air quality
Humidity aspects
Air ﬂow currents
Energy eﬃciency
Dust protection
We are experienced engineers and oﬀer cutting
edge product solutions. Our clients gain the
beneﬁts of the optimal Air Cooling and Ventilation
systems which are cost eﬀective, economical and
budgetary based solutions.

www.meuniversa l.com
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Comfortable Microclimate with High quality
Cooling and Ventilation Solutions
ME Universal's product portfolio comprise the full
range of cooling and ventilation solutions for
commercial complexes like corporate oﬃces,
warehouses, hotels, factories workshops, using low
capex products like:
HVLS Fan
Industrial Coolers
Air Handling Unit
Exhaust Fans
VRV & Chillers
Walk in Cold Rooms

Our engineers build a customized solution after
understanding your business, the site conditions
and your preferences, using industry-leading
products from reputed companies to deliver ideal
climate control.
Our responsible design engineers also ensure our
solutions are environmentally safe by minimizing
energy consumption and waste generated from
the system

Customized and Innovative Climate Systems
With ME Universal's solutions for controlling the
microclimate in your Esteemed Organization, you
can be sure of gaining the beneﬁts of the latest
technologies.

Using our team of skilled engineers we not only
handle the design, execution and maintenance but
also upkeep via service warranty.

Reach out to our team to explore
the
optimum
cooling
and
ventilation solution for your
business needs.
20
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FIRE, SAFETY & SECURITY
Fire prevention and a robust security system are
no doubt an indispensable part of design plans for
every commercial or corporate building.

Fire Protection Solutions cover
Fire Prevention System
Fire Suppression System
Automatic Fire Detection
Blast & Fire Resistant Door
The ideal ﬁre protection system will oﬀer reliable
performance at the time of need without aﬀecting
the aesthetics of the building. As a legal necessity,
companies have no leeway to make an error in this
critical aspect.

Safety & Security products cover
CCTV Surveillance
Guard Patrol System
Access Control System
Public Addressal & Background Music System
Emergency Evacuation Chair
By deploying a customized security system,
businesses can be conﬁdent of protecting their
property and managing the risks in a responsible
manner.

www.m euniversa l.com
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Full Range Protection for Your Premises with Great Products
ME Universal has been installing carefully
engineered state-of-the-art ﬁre and safety
protection systems leveraging products from top
global companies, eliminating the risk of ﬁre,
material losses, and downtime.
Our professionally trained experts usually handle
the entire range of the requirements:
Assess the building structure and its history to
understand the nature of ﬂammable dangers
existing in the building structure and business
activities
Design a customized solution for a
comprehensive ﬁre protection in line with local
laws, building regulations and clients’ design
intent
Commission and manage the installation
process to ensure the ﬁnal system adhere to
quality and safety standards
In terms of Safety & Security, we oﬀer Monitoring
tools (My Inspector) which is a Guard Patrol &
Veriﬁcation
System
and
essential
CCTV
Surveillance tools – wired and wireless, providing
enhanced monitoring with recording facilities

Reach out to our representation
for knowing how our industry
leading products can safeguard
your property.

22
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INTEGRATED WASTE MANAGEMENT

Eﬃcient waste management is a pre-requisite for
maintaining high levels of hygiene, low
maintenance costs and minimised environmental
impact within commercial and residential
complexes.

For commercial properties in particular designing
a waste management system that covers all critical
aspects while having the ﬂexibility and robustness
to handle increasing demands on it requires the
use of proven technologies and technical
expertise.

The beneﬁts of moving away from conventional
recycling designs to the new tech driven solutions
are many:

Improved operational handling
Reduced manpower requirements
Easier maintenance of facilities
High sanitation levels
Operational Cost reduction
Easier Segregation of waste

ME Universal Engineering and Trading oﬀers a
comprehensive portfolio of the world class
high-tech products and solutions for companies
to manage their recycling needs. We custom
design waste management installations for our
clients putting together the most ideal solution for
their speciﬁc needs.

www.m euniversa l.com
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Technology Driven Waste Management Solutions
Being environmental responsible is becoming a
priority today and so investing in world-class waste
management systems that are both economically
and environmentally sound makes sense in the long
run.

With its waste-nothing approach to resource
management, ME Universal develops a fool-proof
solution design that helps our clients manage its
recycling programs in an eﬃcient manner.

Garbage Chute System

Waste Compactors

Underground Waste System

Composting System

Backed by high end tech, waste
compacters intelligently manage
the waste collection process
through sensors and analytics
powered optimisation . It
contains an inbuilt feature to
compact waste upto 8 times

Removes the need for manual
removal and handling of garbage
in multi-storied complexes. Also
available Linen Chutes for hotels,
and
Debris
Chute
for
construction sites for hassle free
management

An innovative solution that
adopts a Deep Drop system in
which garbage bins are situated
underground
eliminating
unsightly garbage sites in large
public areas like crowded roads,
airports etc.

With
eﬀective
composting
systems, commercial completes
are
able
to
recycle
biodegradable waste material
cleanly and eﬃciently. We oﬀer
highly
engineered
and
dependable system for easy
management

We Deliver A Recycling Solution that Works
Given the wide range of solutions available, it
becomes imperative that the right system be
adopted for maximum beneﬁts.

ME Universal's team of experts will use its
in-depth understanding to install the waste
management solutions that will ﬁt your needs.

Find out how our speciality
products can help you take control of your complex’s waste
management .
24
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SEWAGE & WATER TREATMENT

A Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) is an integral part
of a waste management system and helps in
recycling waste water for other uses. Installing the
right sewage and wastewater treatment plants
require a careful understanding of the site
condition, occupant usage patterns and statutory
environmental requirements.

ME Universal Engineering and Trading brings wide
range of solutions particularly for Small
Community Plants, cluster of home sewage
treatment plants, medium sized communities, and
larger wastewater treatment plants.
These plants are capable of handling any form of
wastewater including :

Domestic and municipal sewage
Industrial kitchen wastewater
Residential/Individual homes waste
Restaurants sewage

Comprehensive and Robust
STP Solutions
Every industry and every business has diﬀerent
sewage water composition and our experts use
their technical understanding to design and build
the STP that will serve their needs not only today
but in future as well.
ME Universal Engineering oﬀers its clients STP
solutions that are designed by experts with
in-depth knowledge and understanding of the
latest
sewage
treatment
standards
and
technologies.
www.m euniversa l.com
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Our plants can be designed to handle whatever be
your end requirements for the waste water – clean
water for reuse in garden, laundry or for ﬂushing.

By understanding your needs and collaborating
with our partners our clients receive a wastewater
& STP plant that is:

Fully automatic, sensor based control
Chemicals free, biological system
Minimal dependence on electrical parts
Simple, robust design using best practices

Compliant with PCB norms among others
Sustainable over long term usage
Safe, for humans & the environment

Aﬀordable STPs that Perform
Reliably in Tough Conditions
With ME Universal Engineering, you can take
advantage of STP solutions that are backed by
local expertise and environment friendly
technology. These systems are geared to perform
with no operator control or chemicals, beating
traditional sewage treatment systems.

Speak to our representatives to
understand if this innovative
solution can be the answer to
your needs.

26
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AUTOMATION & AUDIO VISUAL
The explosion in connectivity in recent times has
led to smart solutions becoming mainstream at
home and at business. Constantly-evolving digital
technologies allow us today to control remotely
almost all functions of an oﬃce or a factory - be it
managing thermostats, security systems or the
lighting.

Commercial automation brings with it
many advantages including:
Cost savings from eﬃciency & ﬂexibility of operations
One-touch operations leading to higher productivity
Better monitoring and control of diﬀerent
Enhanced security inside and outside building perimeter
Signiﬁcant energy savings through smart controls
Much of these solutions leverage the ubiquitous
wireless technology and the fast-growing Internet
of Things (IOT) framework where smart devices
communicate via sensors.

www.meuniversa l.com

By deploying a tailored solution, companies will
have an integrated control over a variety of
systems
allowing
for
better
operational
management, both for today and future demand
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Bring in the Future with Cutting-Edge
Home Automation Solutions
ME Universal oﬀers the Indian market some of the
most advanced products and solutions for
automating commercial and industrial solutions
such as:

Automated controlling system for lighting,
tech set ups like video conferencing
Commercial Lighting

Integration of security & surveillance
(CCTV)
systems, paging or intercom
systems

Automated control for audio-visual
equipment, factory machinery and devices
Fire, Safety & Security

Automated Background Music systems for
large and small facilities

Centralised control of air-conditioning,
shutters or blinds and curtains

Gate Automation - Boom Barriers, Bollards,
Sliding Gates, Garage & Industrial Doors

ME Universal's product portfolio in automation
brings together various aspects of an integrated
control system.

Our experienced technical team will collaborate
with you to design the best suited framework of
solutions to ﬁt your automation needs.

The ﬁrst step is assessing your business
requirements and the existing infrastructure

Our experts will develop a customized solution
with the best products for your needs

After receiving go-ahead from you, we handle
the implementation end -to-end

We also oﬀer after-care support through our
extended warranty oﬀering

With intelligent automation, a near-total
elimination of manual intervention in managing
the complex web of facilities in a building is
enabled.

28

Explore the next-gen solutions
that ME Universalcan oﬀer you.

A ME Universa l Engineering & Trading Brochure

DIGITAL SIGNAGE &
WAY FINDING

Now more than ever, being unique in the highly competitive market is of the high essence.
Besides oﬀering great products and services, to be ahead in the industry, a brand needs
to have a compelling message and the perfect avenue for conveying that message.

Digital signage and wayﬁnding is a crucial tool for businesses who wish to stand out in the
industry and cement their brand name in the minds of the audience.

Reach Larger Audience with Digital Display
Now more than ever, being unique in the highly competitive market is

of the high essence. Besides oﬀering great products and services, to be
ahead in the industry, a brand needs to have a compelling message and
the perfect avenue for conveying that message.

Digital signage and wayﬁnding is a crucial tool for businesses who wish

to stand out in the industry and cement their brand name in the minds
of the audience.

Led Video Wall
Digital Kiosks & Touch Screens
Digital Menu Boards
Digital Signage & Way Finding
Mirror TV
Kinetic Led display

www.meuniversa l.com
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ME Universal have the latest state-of-the-art machines and
equipment and work with specially trained experts, and we com-

bine our equipment and expertise to develop innovative and
robust plans that revolutionize our clients’ marketing eﬀorts and
ensure our clients stay at the forefront of the industry.

We have a multifaceted approach to digital signage which
includes;

Design Consulting & Estimation
Inhouse Fabrication
Installation & Maintenance
Content management advisory

Communicate with Stunning Animated
Visuals, using Digital Signage
ME Universal hands-on installation and maintenance team and
customer care personnel are customer friendly and are on

24-hour standby to ensure your brand is always live. We start

our process by spending quality time with the client discussing
the brand’s goals and evaluating diﬀerent options for better
results. We stay with our clients all through the process and
after saving you time and giving you maximum ROI.

We work on a broad range of projects and in diverse industries
including the banking, oil and gas, manufacturing, telecommunications, insurance, education, ﬁnance, hospitality, digital

marketing industries among others. We attend to all levels of
business, and we provide the best.

30
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INSTALLATION AND
EXTENDED SUPPORT
Installation
Remaining true to our promise to be your reliable
partner, we not only design but also handle the
actual installation of the project design
recommended by us. With our oversight, the
solution is delivered as envisioned and without any
deviations or quality issues.

www.m euniversa l.com
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Extended Warranty
ME Universal Engineering and Trading is
committed to providing continued high quality
support to our customers. We go beyond the
Manufacturer’s Warranty and oﬀer an extended
warranty of up to 5 to 10 years for all our solutions
and in some cases Lifetime warranty is also
oﬀered.
UNICARE is our dedicated unit that handles any
issue that may arise in any of the products
deployed as a part of the solution. Currently there
are two locations in South India out of which we
service our clients.

Our UniCare team comprises
technical
experts
across
the
diﬀerent categories who oﬀer
support 24x7 in both online and
oﬄine format. They are trained with
inputs from the manufacturers
ensuring accurate and in-depth
knowledge of the products in
question.
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www.meuniversal.com
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